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Purchase Guide
Billing Overview
：

Last updated 2022-09-19 16:04:29
This document describes COS billing modes, billable items, billing cycles, and prices.

Billing Mode
COS is billed on a pay-as-you-go basis as detailed below:
Billing
Mode

Description

Pay-as-

This is the default billing mode of COS supported in all regions as described in Regions and

you-go
(postpaid)

Access Endpoints, where you use resources first and pay later. Fees of various billable items are
calculated, settled, deducted, and billed daily. For more information, see Pay-as-You-Go.

Billable Items
Billable items in COS include storage usage, requests, data retrieval, traffic, and management features. For more
information, see Traffic Fees.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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The billing cycles and sequence of COS billable items are as detailed below:

：

Note

Starting from September 1, 2022, COS storage usage, request, and data retrieval fees are settled daily. For
more information, see Daily Billing for COS Storage Usage, Request, and Data Retrieval.

Billing
Cycle

Billable Item

Storage usage fees

Description

Billing Sequence
Free tier > pay-as-you-go, or
only pay-as-you-go in case of no

Daily

free tier.
Read/Write request
fees
Request
fees

DEEP ARCHIVE data
retrieval request fees

Fees for a day are
settled and billed the
next day.
Daily

Pay-as-you-go

Pay-as-you-go

INTELLIGENT
TIERING object
monitoring fees

Pay-as-you-go

STANDARD_IA data
retrieval fees
Daily
Data
retrieval fees

ARCHIVE data
retrieval fees
DEEP ARCHIVE data
retrieval fees

Fees for a day are
settled and billed the
next day.

Pay-as-you-go

Fees for a day are
Daily

settled and billed the
next day.

Pay-as-you-go

Fees for a day are
Traffic fees

Daily

Management
feature fees

settled and billed the
next day.

Pay-as-you-go

Fees for a day are
Inventory fees

Daily

settled and billed the
next day.

Pay-as-you-go

Extraction fees

Daily

Fees for a day are

Pay-as-you-go

settled and billed the
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next day.

Batch operation fees

Daily

Fees for a day are
settled and billed the

Pay-as-you-go

next day.

Object tagging fees

Daily

Fees for a day are
settled and billed the

Pay-as-you-go

next day.

Pricing
You can check the prices of COS billable items at Pricing | Cloud Object Storage.

References
1. For more information on COS fees calculation and billing in different scenarios, see Billing Examples.
2. For more information on the COS payment overdue policy (data retention and destruction), see Payment Overdue.
3. For more information on billing cycles, see Bill Management.
4. If you have more questions about COS billing, see FAQs or contact us.
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Billing Method
Pay-as-You-Go
：

Last updated 2022-09-19 16:04:30
Pay-as-you-go (postpaid) is the default billing mode of COS supported in all regions as described in Regions and
Access Endpoints, where you use resources first and pay later. Fees of various billable items are calculated, settled,
deducted, and billed daily.

Pricing
For pay-as-you-go pricing of COS, see Pricing | Cloud Object Storage.

Billable Items
COS billable items are calculated as follows:
Billable Item

Description

Calculation Formula

Calculated

Storage usage fees

Request fees

Data retrieval fees

based on the
storage usage
at a unit price
that varies by
storage class.
Calculated
based on the
number of
requests at a
unit price that
varies by
storage class.
Calculated
based on the
volume of data
retrieved at a
unit price that
varies by

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.

Storage usage fees = monthly unit price / 30 * daily storage usage * n
Daily storage usage = sum of "5-minute usage" / 288 (number of stat

Request fees = unit price per 10,000 requests * daily accumulated num

Data retrieval fees = unit price per GB * daily amount of data retrieved
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storage class.
This billable
item applies
when data in
the
STANDARD_IA
or ARCHIVE
storage class is
downloaded.
Calculated
based on the
public network
downstream
traffic, CDN
origin-pull
Traffic fees

traffic, crossregion

Traffic fees = unit price per GB * daily accumulated traffic

replication
traffic, and
global
acceleration
traffic at a unit
price that varies
by traffic type.
Fees incurred
by management
features that

Management
feature fees

you enabled
and used,
including
inventory,
extraction,
batch
operation, and
object tagging.

Inventory fees = unit price per million objects listed * number of objects
COS extraction fees = unit price per GB * daily accumulated amount of

Batch operation fees include job fees and object processing fees.
Job fees = unit price per job * number of jobs created
Object processing fees = unit price per 10,000 objects processed * n

Object tagging fees = unit price per 10,000 tags * number of tags / 10,0

：

Note

For more information on billable items and billing restrictions, see Traffic Fees.
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Billing Cycle
COS billable items are billed daily as detailed below:

Billable Item

Billing
Cycle

Storage usage fees

Daily

Request fees

Daily

Data retrieval fees

Daily

Fees incurred between 00:00 and 23:59:59 on a day are settled the
next day.

Traffic fees

Daily

Fees incurred between 00:00 and 23:59:59 on a day are settled the
next day.

Management feature
fees

Daily

Description
Fees incurred between 00:00 and 23:59:59 on a day are settled the
next day.
Fees incurred between 00:00 and 23:59:59 on a day are settled the
next day.

Fees incurred between 00:00 and 23:59:59 on a day are settled the
next day.

：

Note

Bills in the system may have a certain delay. Daily bills are generated at around 08:00 AM.

Examples
Assume that on March 1, 2019, user A activated COS and uploaded 100 GB of files to the STANDARD storage class
in a bucket in Beijing region. On March 15, the user downloaded 10 GB of data over the public network. 10,000
STANDARD read/write requests were generated. Apart from these operations, the user did not perform any other
operations in March.
Therefore, the following fees were incurred in March:
STANDARD storage usage fees: The storage usage fees for 100 GB of data in the month.
Traffic fees: The public network downstream traffic fees for 10 GB of data in the month.
Request fee: The request fees for 10,000 STANDARD read/write requests in the month. Among them, uploading
data generated STANDARD write requests, and downloading data generated STANDARD read requests.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Billable Items
Traffic Fees
：

Last updated 2022-12-19 14:14:26
Traffic is the accumulated value of data traffic generated when you use and access COS, including public network
upstream traffic, public network downstream traffic, private network upstream traffic, private network downstream
traffic, and CDN origin-pull traffic. COS charges you by the accumulated traffic usage.

：

Note

For more information on storage classes, see Overview.

Billable Item

Public
network
downstream
traffic

Applicable Storage Class

Description

Applicable
Billing Mode

MAZ_STANDARD

Pay-as-you-

MAZ_STANDARD_IA

go: Public

MAZ_INTELLIGENT TIERING
INTELLIGENT TIERING

Traffic generated by data download from
COS to the local system or client over

network
downstream

STANDARD
STANDARD_IA

the public network (internet).

traffic (GB) *
unit price

ARCHIVE

per GB

DEEP ARCHIVE
Public
network
upstream
traffic

Traffic generated by data upload from the
local system or client to COS over the
public network (internet).

Free of charge

Traffic generated by data transfer from
the client to COS over the Tencent Cloud
private network.
Private
network
upstream

Note: Tencent Cloud products within the
same region access each other over the

traffic

private network by default, with no traffic
fees incurred. For more information on

Free of charge

how to identify private network access,
see Overview > Private Network Access.
Private

Traffic generated by data transfer from

network

COS to the client over the Tencent Cloud

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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downstream

private network.

traffic
Note: Tencent Cloud products within the
same region access each other over the
private network by default, with no traffic
fees incurred. For more information on
how to identify private network access,
see Overview > Private Network Access.

Origin-pull traffic generated by data

Pay-as-yougo: CDN

CDN origin-

transfer from COS to the CDN edge

origin-pull

pull traffic

node when COS is used as the CDN
origin.

traffic (GB) *
unit price
per GB

Traffic generated by replicating objects
Crossregion
replication

from a bucket in one region to a bucket
in another region.
Note: Replicating objects across buckets

Pay-as-yougo: Crossregion
replication
traffic (GB) *

traffic

in the same region will not incur traffic
fees. The traffic fees will vary by source
bucket region.

Global
acceleration

Traffic generated by data transfer at an
acceleration endpoint through the global

Pay-as-yougo: Global

traffic

acceleration feature. This traffic consists
of upstream acceleration traffic and
downstream acceleration traffic:

acceleration
traffic (GB) *
unit price

Upstream acceleration traffic is the
traffic generated by uploading data to
COS at an acceleration endpoint.

unit price
per GB

per GB

Upstream acceleration traffic fees will
be incurred if you upload files at a
global acceleration endpoint and data
goes through the private network
acceleration linkage.
Downstream acceleration traffic is the
traffic generated by viewing or
downloading COS data at an
acceleration endpoint. Downstream
acceleration traffic fees will be
incurred if you download files at a
global acceleration endpoint and data

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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goes through the private network
acceleration linkage.

：

Note

If the global acceleration domain name is used to download data, global acceleration downstream traffic
fees and public network downstream traffic fees will be incurred. If the global acceleration domain name is
used as the CDN origin domain name for origin-pull, global acceleration downstream traffic fees and CDN
origin-pull traffic fees will be incurred.

Billing Restrictions
1. ARCHIVED data cannot be read or downloaded until it is restored to the STANDARD storage class. Therefore,
traffic generated from these requests is counted in the STANDARD storage class.
2. Public network downstream traffic is generated when the data is returned to COS through origin-pull by using a
third-party CDN service.
3. Public network downstream traffic is generated when a user downloads objects through object links or browses
objects through a static website endpoint.
4. Cross-region replication traffic is generated when you replicate data from a bucket in one region to a bucket in
another region using APIs or the cross-region replication feature. The traffic fees will vary depending on the region
where the source bucket resides.
5. For INTELLIGENT TIERING, traffic fees are subject to those of the storage class after object movement.

Traffic Generated by Using COS as CDN Origin
After you enable the CDN acceleration domain name, data downloads and access through it will incur fees:
Billable
Item

Description

CDN
origin-pull
traffic

Origin-pull traffic generated by data transfer from COS to the CDN edge node when COS is used
as the CDN origin.

CDN

CDN outbound traffic generated by data download from the CDN edge node to the local system or

traffic

client when COS is used as a CDN origin.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Billable
Item

Description

COS
request

COS requests generated by data transfer from COS to the CDN edge node when COS is used as
the CDN origin. Request fees are billed by the number of requests sent to COS.

：

Note

CDN traffic fees are charged by CDN. For detailed pricing, see Pricing | Content Delivery Network.

Billing Mode and Calculation Formulas
Billing Mode

Pay-as-yougo

Applicable Billable Items

Calculation Formula

Public network downstream traffic
fees
CDN origin-pull traffic fees
Cross-region replication traffic
fees
Global acceleration traffic fees

Daily billing cycle
Traffic fees = unit price per GB * daily accumulated
traffic

Traffic Pricing
For the unit prices of traffic, see Pricing | Cloud Object Storage.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Billing Examples

：

Note

Prices in the example below are for reference only. For the actual prices, see Pricing | Cloud Object Storage.

Sample: STANDARD storage fees + STANDARD request fees + Public downstream traffic
fees
Assume that on November 1, 2020, user A uploaded a 10 GB object to a bucket residing in Guangzhou region in the
STANDARD storage class, generating 100 requests. On November 2 and November 3, user A downloaded the object
of 10 GB to the local file system over the public network with CDN disabled, generating 100 requests daily. Apart from
these operations, user A did not perform any other operations. As storage usage, request, and traffic fees are settled
daily, then:
STANDARD storage usage fees: Settled daily starting from November 2, 2020.
STANDARD request fees: Settled on November 2, 3, and 4, 2020.
Traffic fees: Settled on November 3 and 4, 2020.
Fees analysis:
STANDARD storage usage fees = 0.024 USD/GB/month / 30 * 10 GB * 30 days = 0.24 USD
STANDARD request fees = 0.002 USD/10,000 requests * 100 requests / 10,000 * 3 = 0.00006 USD
Public downstream traffic fees = 0.1 USD/GB x 10 GB x 2 = 2 USD
In summary, the total bill for user A in November is calculated as follows: 0.24 + 0.00006 + 2 = 2.24006 USD.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Storage Usage Fees
：

Last updated 2022-09-19 16:04:30
Storage usage refers to the used storage capacity. You are charged by the objects' size and how long you stored
them. For different storage classes, the unit price, minimum object size, and minimum storage duration are different as
described below. The actual costs depend on the use case and storage class of the object.

：

Note

For more information on storage classes, see Overview.

Storage Usage Fees
STANDARD storage usage fees
Billable Item Description

Applicable
Region

Applicable Billing
Mode

All regions

Pay-as-you-go

Applicable

Applicable Billing

Region

Mode

All regions

Pay-as-you-go

STANDARD storage usage refers to the size of your data stored in the
STANDARD storage class. You will be charged by the actual
STANDARD storage usage and how long you store the data.

STANDARD_IA storage usage fees
Billable Item Description
STANDARD_IA storage usage refers to the size of your data stored in
the STANDARD_IA storage class. You will be charged by the actual
use case:
Objects stored less than 30 days will be calculated as 30 days. A
single object smaller than 64 KB will be calculated as 64 KB, while
objects larger than or equal to 64 KB will be billed based on their
actual sizes.
If you successfully uploaded an object to STANDARD_IA without
enabling versioning, COS will delete the existing object (if any) that
has the same name. In this case, storage usage fees will also be
incurred for the early deletion of the object.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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INTELLIGENT TIERING storage usage fees
Billable Item Description

Applicable
Region

INTELLIGENT TIERING storage usage refers to the size of your data
stored in the INTELLIGENT TIERING storage class. You will be

Beijing,

charged by the actual use case:
The storage usage fees vary by tier of your stored objects. If your
objects are stored in the frequent access tier, you will be charged at

Nanjing,
Shanghai,
Guangzhou,

STANDARD prices. If your objects are stored in the infrequent
access tier, you will be charged at STANDARD_IA prices.
Objects smaller than 64 KB will always be stored in the frequent
access tier.

Chengdu,
Chongqing,
Tokyo, and
Singapore

Applicable Billing
Mode

Pay-as-you-go

All objects will be billed based on their actual sizes.

ARCHIVE storage usage fees
Billable Item Description
ARCHIVE storage usage refers to the size of your data stored in the
ARCHIVE storage class. You will be charged by the actual use case:
Objects stored less than 90 days will be calculated as 90 days. A
single object smaller than 64 KB will be calculated as 64 KB, while
objects larger than or equal to 64 KB will be billed based on their
actual sizes.
If you successfully uploaded an object to ARCHIVE without enabling

Applicable

Applicable Billing

Region

Mode

All public
cloud regions
except
Jakarta

Pay-as-you-go

versioning, COS will delete the existing object (if any) that has the
same name. In this case, storage usage fees will be incurred for the
early deletion of the object.

DEEP ARCHIVE storage usage fees
Billable Item Description

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Billable Item Description
DEEP ARCHIVE storage usage refers to the size of your data stored in
the DEEP ARCHIVE storage class. You will be charged by the actual
use case:
Objects stored less than 180 days will be calculated as 180 days. A
single object smaller than 64 KB will be calculated as 64 KB, while
objects larger than or equal to 64 KB will be billed based on their
actual sizes.
If you successfully uploaded an object to DEEP ARCHIVE without
enabling versioning, COS will delete the existing object (if any) that
has the same name. In this case, storage usage fees will be
incurred for the early deletion of the object.

Applicable
Region

Applicable Billing
Mode

Beijing,
Nanjing,
Shanghai,
Guangzhou,
Chengdu,

Pay-as-you-go

Chongqing,
Tokyo, and
Singapore

Billing Mode and Calculation Formula
Billing Mode

Calculation Formula
Daily billing cycle

Pay-as-you-go

Storage usage fees = monthly unit price / 30 * daily storage usage * number of days
Daily storage usage = sum of "5-minute usage" / 288 (number of statistical points)

Storage Usage Pricing

：

Note

For the unit prices of storage usage, see Pricing | Cloud Object Storage.

Billing Examples

：

Note

Prices in the following examples are for reference only. For the actual prices, see Pricing | Cloud Object
Storage.
The storage capacity is calculated in binary, for example, 1 TB = 1024 GB.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Example 1: STANDARD storage usage fees + STANDARD request fees
Assume that on November 1, 2020, user A uploaded 10 GB of data to a bucket residing in Guangzhou region in the
STANDARD storage class, generating 100 requests. Apart from this, user A did not perform any other operations. As
fees for a day were settled the next day:
STANDARD storage usage fees: Settled daily starting from November 2, 2020.
STANDARD request fees: Settled on November 2, 2020.
Fees analysis:
STANDARD storage usage fees = 0.024 USD/GB/month / 30 * 10 GB * 30 days = 0.24 USD
STANDARD request fees = 0.002 USD/10,000 requests * 100 requests / 10,000 = 0.00002 USD
In summary, the total bill for user A in November is calculated as follows: 0.24 + 0.00002 = 0.24002 USD.

Example 2: STANDARD_IA storage usage fees + STANDARD_IA request fees
Assume that on November 1, 2020, user B uploaded 10 GB of data (including 10,000 pieces of 30 KB objects) to a
bucket residing in Guangzhou region in the STANDARD_IA storage class, generating 100 requests. Apart from this,
user B did not perform any other operations. As fees for a day were settled the next day:
STANDARD_IA storage usage fees: Settled daily starting from November 2, 2020.
STANDARD_IA request fees: Settled on November 2, 2020.
Fees analysis:
STANDARD_IA storage usage = 10 GB + 10,000 * 30 KB = 10.286 GB
STANDARD_IA storage usage fees = 0.018 USD/GB/month / 30 * 10.286 GB * 30 days = 0.19 USD
STANDARD_IA request fees = 0.01 USD/10,000 requests * 100 requests / 10,000 = 0.0001 USD
In summary, the total bill for user B in November is calculated as follows: 0.19 + 0.0001 = 0.1901 USD.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Request Fees
：

Last updated 2022-09-19 16:04:30
Billable requests include user requests and backend requests generated after you configure a feature. The
request fees are billed by the number of requests sent to COS.
User requests: Include requests sent to COS to upload, download, query, delete, and perform other operations
through APIs, SDKs, or the console.
Backend requests: Include requests to delete STANDARD copies (when the restored archived objects expired or
after a lifecycle transition), read/write data for cross-bucket replication, and deliver inventory reports.
Requests that incur fees include read/write requests, INTELLIGENT TIERING object monitoring, and requests that
are sent to retrieve DEEP ARCHIVE data. The following fees will be incurred if you use relevant services:
Object monitoring fees: Incurred if you upload an object in the INTELLIGENT TIERING storage class to an
INTELLIGENT TIERING-enabled bucket, which will be billed by the number of uploaded objects at least 64 KB in
size.
Data retrieval request fees: Incurred if you send requests to restore DEEP ARCHIVE data.

：

Note

For more information on storage classes, see Overview.

Read/Write Request Fees
Billable Item Description

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Billable Item Description

Applicable

Applicable Billing

Storage Class

Mode

All

Pay-as-you-go

Fees incurred by the daily total number of sent read/write requests.
Both successful and failed requests are billed.
The minimum number of requests for billing is 10,000.
If the daily number of requests is less than 10,000, fees will be
calculated based on the actual number of requests.
If the daily request fees don't reach the minimum deduction value,
the request fees will be 0 on the bill. For more information, see
Billing.
Data in ARCHIVE and DEEP ARCHIVE storage classes cannot be
directly read or downloaded.
If you directly access ARCHIVE or DEEP ARCHIVE data not
restored yet, a request error will be reported, but the request will
still be billed as an ARCHIVE/DEEP ARCHIVE read/write request.
For more information, see Pricing | Cloud Object Storage.
If you restore an object in ARCHIVE, a copy will be generated in
the STANDARD storage class, which will be billed at the
STANDARD storage usage price. If you access the copy, a
read/write request will be generated, which will be billed at the
STANDARD read/write request price.
If you restore an object in DEEP ARCHIVE, a copy will be
generated in the STANDARD storage class, which will be billed at
the STANDARD storage usage price. If you access the copy, a
read/write request will be generated, which will be billed at the
DEEP ARCHIVE read/write request price.

INTELLIGENT TIERING Object Monitoring Fees
Billable Item Description
Fees incurred by monitoring the access to INTELLIGENT TIERING
objects.

Applicable

Applicable Billing

Storage Class

Mode

INTELLIGENT
TIERING

Pay-as-you-go

DEEP ARCHIVE Data Retrieval Request Fees
Billable Item Description

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Billable Item Description

Applicable
Storage Class

Applicable Billing
Mode

DEEP
ARCHIVE

Pay-as-you-go

Restoring DEEP ARCHIVE data will incur request fees by the number of
retrieval requests sent.
The fees for the following two restoration modes are different. You can
select one as needed:
Standard
Bulk

Billing Mode and Calculation Formulas
Billing
Mode

Applicable Billable
Items

Calculation Formula

Read/Write requests
INTELLIGENT

Pay-

TIERING object
monitoring
DEEP ARCHIVE

asyougo

Daily
Request fees = unit price per 10,000 requests (or monitored objects) *
daily accumulated number of requests (or monitored objects) / 10,000

object retrieval
requests

Request Pricing
For the unit prices of requests, see Pricing | Cloud Object Storage.

Billing Examples

：

Note

Prices in the following examples are for reference only. For the actual prices, see Pricing | Cloud Object
Storage.
Both successful and failed requests are billed.

Example: STANDARD storage usage fees + STANDARD request fees

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Assume that on November 1, 2020, user A uploaded 10 GB of data to a bucket residing in Guangzhou region in the
STANDARD storage class and called the Bucket API API to query the object list 100,000 times on the same day.
Apart from these operations, user A did not perform any other operations. As fees for a day were settled the next day:
STANDARD storage usage fees: Settled daily starting from November 2, 2020.
STANDARD request fees: Settled on November 2, 2020.
Fees analysis:
STANDARD storage usage fees = 0.024 USD/GB/month / 30 * 10 GB * 30 days = 0.24 USD
STANDARD request fees = 0.002 USD/10,000 requests * 100,000 requests = 0.02 USD
In summary, the total bill for user A in November is calculated as follows: 0.24 + 0.02 = 0.26 USD.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Data retrieval cost
：

Last updated 2023-01-05 14:13:54
Retrieving data stored in STANDARD_IA, ARCHIVE, or DEEP ARCHIVE incurs data retrieval fees, which will be
charged according to the size of the data retrieved.

：

Note

For more information on storage classes, see Storage Class Overview.

STANDARD_IA Data Retrieval Fees
Billable Item Description

Applicable
Storage Class

Data stored in STANDARD_IA can only be read/downloaded after it is
restored. The data retrieval fees are calculated based on the size of the
object.

STANDARD_IA

Applicable
Billing
Mode
Pay-asyou-go

ARCHIVE/DEEP ARCHIVE Data Retrieval Fees
Billable Item Description

Applicable
Storage
Class

Applicable
Billing
Mode

Data stored in ARCHIVE/DEEP ARCHIVE can only be read/downloaded after it is
restored to the STANDARD storage class (i.e., generating a copy in STANDARD)
The following fees may be incurred for different storage classes and restoration
modes:
ARCHIVE data retrieval fees (expedited)
ARCHIVE data retrieval fees (standard)
ARCHIVE data retrieval fees (bulk)
DEEP ARCHIVE data retrieval fees (standard)
DEEP ARCHIVE data retrieval fees (bulk)

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Billing Mode and Calculation Formula
Billing
Mode

Pay-asyou-go

Applicable Billable Item
MAZ_STANDARD_IA data
retrieval
STANDARD_IA data
retrieval
ARCHIVE data retrieval

Calculation Formula

Daily billing cycle
Data retrieval fees = unit price per GB * daily amount of
data retrieved

DEEP ARCHIVE data
retrieval

Data Retrieval Pricing
For the unit prices of data retrieval, see Pricing | Cloud Object Storage.

Billing Examples

：

Note

Prices in the following examples are for reference only. For the actual prices, see Pricing | Cloud Object
Storage.
The storage capacity is calculated in binary, for example, 1 TB = 1024 GB.

Example: STANDARD_IA storage usage fees + STANDARD_IA data retrieval fees +
STANDARD_IA request fees + Public downstream traffic fees
Assume that on November 1, 2020, user B uploaded 5 GB of data to a bucket residing in Guangzhou region in the
STANDARD_IA storage class, generating 100 requests. On November 2, user B read the data over the public
network with CDN disabled, generating 100 requests. Apart from these operations, user B did not perform any other
operations. As fees for a day were settled the next day, then:
STANDARD_IA storage usage fees: Settled daily starting from November 2, 2020.
STANDARD_IA Data retrieval fees: Settled on November 2, 2020.
STANDARD_IA request fees: Settled on November 2 and 3, 2020.
Public network downstream traffic fees: Settled on November 3, 2020.
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Fees analysis:
STANDARD_IA storage usage fees = 0.018 USD/GB/month / 30 * 5 GB * 30 days = 0.09 USD
STANDARD_IA data retrieval fees = 0.002 USD/GB x 5 GB = 0.01 USD
STANDARD_IA request fees = 0.01 USD/10,000 requests * 100 requests / 10,0000 * 2 = 0.0002 USD
Public downstream traffic fees = 0.1 USD/GB x 5 GB = 0.5 USD
In summary, the total bill for user B in November is calculated as follows: 0.09 + 0.01 + 0.0002 + 0.5 = 0.6002 USD.
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Management Fees
：

Last updated 2023-01-05 14:13:54
Management feature fees are calculated based on the use of COS management features such as inventory and COS
Select.

：

Note

For more information on storage classes, see Storage Class Overview.

Billable
Item

Applicable
Storage Class

Inventory
feature

All

COS

STANDARD

Select

STANDARD_IA

Batch
operation

Object
tagging

All

All

Description

Billed
By

Fees incurred from listing bucket objects after the inventory feature
is enabled

Payasyougo

When you use the COS Select feature to extract the content of the
specified object, fees will be charged based on the actual amount of
data extracted.

Payasyougo

Once you enable the batch operation feature, COS will bill you
based on the number of jobs created and objects processed

Payasyougo

Once you enable the object tagging feature, COS will bill you based
on the number of object tags set

Payasyougo

Billing Mode and Calculation Formula
Billed By

Billable
Item

Pay-asyou-go

Inventory
feature

Calculation Formula
Daily billing cycle
Inventory fees = number of objects listed / 1 million * unit price
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COS Select

Batch
operation

Daily billing cycle
Extraction fees = unit price per GB * daily accumulated amount of data extracted
Batch operation fees include job fees and object processing fees.
Daily billing cycle
Job fees = number of jobs created * unit price
Object processing fees = number of objects processed / 10,000 * unit price

Object

Daily billing cycle

tagging

Object tagging fees = number of tags / 10,000 * unit price

Management Feature Pricing
For the unit prices of management features, see Pricing | Cloud Object Storage.

：

Note

On September 30, 2021, the list prices of the object tagging feature were reduced.
1. The public cloud prices for regions in and outside the Chinese mainland were reduced to 0.00025817
USD/10,000 tags/day and 0.0003098 USD/10,000 tags/day, respectively.
2. These prices have taken effect for bills generated starting from October 1, 2021 (i.e., fees incurred after
September 30, 2021).

Billing Examples

：

Note

Prices in the following examples are for reference only. For the actual prices, see Pricing | Cloud Object
Storage.

Example 1: STANDARD storage usage fees + object tagging fees + request fees
Assume that on November 1, 2020, user A uploaded 10 GB of data to a bucket residing in the Guangzhou region in
the STANDARD storage class and added tags for 100,000 objects on the same day, generating 100,000 requests.
Apart from these operations, user A did not perform any other operations. As fees for a day were settled the next day,
then:
STANDARD storage usage fees: Settled daily starting from November 2, 2020.
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STANDARD request fees: Settled on November 2, 2020.
Object tagging fees: Settled on November 2, 2020.
Fees analysis:
STANDARD storage usage fees = 0.024 USD/GB/month / 30 * 10 GB * 30 days = 0.24 USD
STANDARD request fees = 0.002 USD/10,000 requests x 100,000 requests = 0.02 USD
Object tagging fees = 0.00025817 USD/10,000 tags/day * 30 * 100,000 tags = 0.077451 USD
In summary, the total bill for user A in November is calculated as follows: 0.24 + 0.02 + 0.077451 = 0.337451 USD.

Example 2: STANDARD storage usage fees + extraction fees + request fees
Assume that on November 1, 2020, user A uploaded 10 GB of data to a bucket residing in Guangzhou region in the
STANDARD storage class and extracted data of 5 GB on the same day, generating 100,000 requests. Apart from
these operations, user A did not perform any other operations. As fees for a day were settled the next day, then:
STANDARD storage usage fees: Settled daily starting from November 2, 2020.
STANDARD request fees: Settled on November 2, 2020.
Extraction fees: Settled on November 2, 2020.
Fees analysis:
STANDARD storage usage fees = 0.024 USD/GB/month / 30 * 10 GB * 30 days = 0.24 USD
STANDARD request fees = 0.002 USD/10,000 requests x 100,000 requests = 0.02 USD
Extraction fees = 0.0018 USD/GB * 5 GB = 0.009 USD
In summary, the total bill for user A in November is calculated as follows: 0.24 + 0.02 + 0.009 = 0.269 USD.
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Free Tier
：

Last updated 2022-12-19 14:14:26

Overview
COS offers a limited free tier resource pack to all new users (i.e., enterprise and individual users activating COS for
the first time) to deduct the fees incurred by data stored in the STANDARD storage class, as detailed below:
Object

Free Tier

Validity

Individual user

50 GB STANDARD storage usage

6 months (180 days)

Enterprise user

1 TB STANDARD storage usage

6 months (180 days)

：

Note

The storage capacity is calculated in binary, for example, 1 TB = 1024 GB.

Free Tier
The free tier is only applicable to public cloud regions. For more information on regions, see Regions and Access
Endpoints.
The free tier offered by COS can be used to deduct only STANDARD storage usage as detailed below. For more
information, see Billable Items.

：

Note

The free tier cannot be used to deduct billable items other than STANDARD storage usage, such as
STANDARD_IA storage usage, ARCHIVE storage usage, requests, and traffic. For more information, see
Billable Items.
If your service is suspended due to violations or overdue payment, you will not be eligible for the free tier
even within its validity period before the service is resumed.

Fees

Billable Item
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Storage
capacity
fees

STANDARD storage usage

Yes.
Individual users are entitled to a free tier
of 50 GB STANDARD storage usage for
6 months (180 days).
Enterprise users are entitled to a free tier
of 1 TB STANDARD storage usage for 6
months (180 days).

MAZ_STANDARD storage usage
STANDARD_IA/MAZ_STANDARD_IA
storage capacity
INTELLIGENT TIERING/MAZ_INTELLIGENT
TIERING storage capacity
ARCHIVE storage usage
DEEP ARCHIVE storage usage
Requests

Number of requests

Data
retrievals

Amount of retrieved data

Traffic fees

Public network downstream traffic, CDN originpull traffic, cross-region replication traffic,
global acceleration traffic

Management
feature fees

Inventory feature, COS select feature, batch
operation feature, object tagging feature

No.
The free tier cannot be used to deduct
billable items other than STANDARD
storage usage.

Samples

：

Note

For more information on billing after the free tier term ends, see Billing Examples.
Prices in the following examples are for reference only. For the actual prices, see Pricing | Cloud Object
Storage.

Assume that individual user A activated the COS service on March 10, 2019, uploaded 50 GB of files to the
STANDARD storage class in Beijing region on March 16 generating 100 requests, and downloaded 10 GB of data
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over the public network on March 20 generating 100 requests. Apart from these operations, user A did not perform
any other operations before the end of September.

Time

March 10,
2019

March 17–
September
5, 2019

Unit Price

Volume

User A received a monthly free tier of 50 GB
STANDARD storage usage valid for 6 months (180
days).

-

-

-

-

Free of
charge

100
requests

0.024 *
100 /
10000 =
0.00024
USD

Starting from March 17, 2019, the STANDARD
storage usage fees were settled daily. As user A
had a free tier of 50 GB STANDARD storage
usage valid between March 10 and September 5,
2019 (180 days), there were no charges.

March 17,
2019

The fees for 100 STANDARD requests were
settled.

March 21,
2019

The fees for 10 GB public network downstream
traffic were settled.

March 21,
2019

September
6, 2019

Fees
(USD)

Description

The fees for 100 STANDARD requests were
settled.

User A's free tier expired on September 6, 2019,
so the storage usage from September 6 to
September 30, 2019 (25 days) became pay-asyou-go. Fees for 50 GB STANDARD storage
usage were settled daily.

0.024
USD/10,000
requests

0.1 USD/GB

10 GB

Free of
charge

0.1 * 10
=1
USD

0.01
USD/10,000
requests

100
requests

0.01 *
100 /
10000 =
0.0001
USD
0.024 /

0.024
USD/GB/month

50 GB

30 * 50
* 25 = 1
USD

Access and Query
After you sign up for a Tencent Cloud account as instructed in Signing Up and log in to the COS console to activate
the COS service, the system will automatically issue the free tier to your account.
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Validity Period
The free tier is valid for 6 months (180 days) after the activation of your COS service.
For example, if you activated COS at 17:13:14 on March 10, 2019, and assume that 6 months is equal to 180 days,
then the free tier would cover your STANDARD storage usage between March 10 and September 5, 2019.

Billing Sequence
During the free tier term, you may still be charged for other fees, such as request fees and traffic fees. Therefore, the
billing sequence varies by scenario.
By default, COS bills are settled in a pay-as-you-go manner.
If you are eligible for the free tier of STANDARD storage usage, then your bills will be settled in the order of free
tier > pay-as-you-go billing, that is, you will be charged in a pay-as-you-go manner for the usage in excess of the
free tier.

Troubleshooting
If you have any questions about the free tier or your bills, see Billing or contact us.
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Billing Examples
：

Last updated 2022-09-19 16:04:30

：

Note

Regions in China are used as examples below.
Prices in the following examples are for reference only. For the actual prices, see Pricing | Cloud Object
Storage.
New users are eligible for a monthly free tier of 50 GB STANDARD storage usage for 6 months. For more
information, see Free Tier.
The storage capacity is calculated in binary, for example, 1 TB = 1024 GB.

Free Tier Examples
Example 1: New user with free tier
Background
New user A runs a website that contains images, background music, videos, and a software download section. The
user stores the contents of the website in the STANDARD storage class in Guangzhou region with the CDN
acceleration service enabled.
Demand
The images are expected to occupy 100 GB STANDARD storage capacity per day and generate 100 GB CDN originpull traffic, with 1 million requests in total.
Daily fees calculation
The following table describes the daily fees during the free tier term (i.e., the first 6 months after user A activates the
COS service):

Item

Free
Tier

Unit Price

Billable Usage

Fees (Unit Price * Billable
Usage)

Storage usage
fees

50 GB

0.024 USD/GB/month /
30

(100 - 50) GB

0.04 USD

Request fees

0

0.002 USD/10,000
requests

1 million
requests

0.2 USD
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Item

Free
Tier

Unit Price

Billable Usage

Fees (Unit Price * Billable
Usage)

CDN origin-pull
traffic

0

0.02 USD/GB

100 GB

2 USD

Daily fees

-

-

-

2.24 USD

After user A's free tier expires, the daily fees are as follows:

Item

Free
Tier

Unit Price

Billable
Usage

Fees (Unit Price * Billable
Usage)

Storage usage fees

0

0.024 USD/GB/month /
30

100 GB

0.08 USD

Request fees

0

0.002 USD/10,000
requests

1 million
requests

0.2 USD

CDN origin-pull traffic
fees

0

0.02 USD/GB

100 GB

2 USD

Daily fees

-

-

-

2.28 USD

Example 2: New user without free tier
Background
Hospital H needs to back up and store a large volume of medical records and imaging materials. They store the files in
the ARCHIVE storage class in Chongqing region with the CDN acceleration service disabled.
Demand
The files are expected to occupy 20 TB ARCHIVE storage capacity per day, with 200,000 requests in total.
Daily fees calculation

：

Note

The storage capacity is calculated in binary, for example, 1 TB = 1024 GB.

Item

Free
Tier

Unit Price
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Item

Free
Tier

Unit Price

Billable Usage

Fees (Unit Price * Billable
Usage)

Storage usage
fees

0

0.0045 USD/GB/month /
30

(20 * 1024) GB

3.072 USD

Request fees

0

0.002 USD/10,000
requests

200,000
requests

0.04 USD

Daily fees

-

-

-

3.112 USD

If you have any questions, contact us for technical support or price negotiation.

Pay-as-You-Go Billing Examples
If you don't have a valid free tier, pay-as-you-go billing is as demonstrated below:
Traffic Fees
Storage Usage Fees
Request Fees
Data Retrieval Fees
Management Feature Fees
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Viewing and Downloading Bill
：

Last updated 2022-12-09 16:07:07

Overview
You can view the fees incurred by the use of COS under your account in the Billing Center in the Tencent Cloud
console.

：

Note

COS bills are settled in the order of free tier > pay-as-you-go billing.
By default, the system uses the pay-as-you-go billing mode for settlement; that is, the system will deduct the
free tier (if any) first and then bill the excessive usage in a pay-as-you-go manner.
For more information on the free tier and billable items, see Free Tier and Billing Overview respectively.

Viewing Bills by Instance/Bill Details
You can view bills by instance and bill details in the Billing Center in the console.
Bill by instance: It displays the bill amount by resource ID, which is the same as the bill by instance (L2) file. For
more information, see Bill Management.
Bill details: Detailed records are not aggregated, and each fee entry is a detailed record. The details are the same
as those in the bill details (L3) file. For more information, see Bill Management.
Directions
1. Log in to the Tencent Cloud console.
2. Click Billing Center in the top-right corner to enter the Billing Center overview page.
3. On the left sidebar, click Bills > Bill Details to view the bills by instance and bill details under the current account.

：

Note

Select Bill Overview to view the billing trends and summary.

4. On the Bill by Instance tab, select Cloud Object Storage from the drop-down list to view your COS usage by
region, billing mode, transaction type, etc. If you select Hide 0 USD Items, the Billing Center will automatically hide
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the bills of 0 USD items.

On the Bill Details tab, select Cloud Object Storage from the drop-down list to view your unaggregated usage
details.

：

Note

To query the usage details of each billable item by bucket and cost allocation by bucket or region, click
Usage Details Download on the left sidebar to download the COS usage details report.
Currently, COS supports billing by bucket, which is made available through an allowlist. If your account is
in the allowlist, you can see that fees are displayed by bucket name as the resource ID in bills by
instance and bill details.
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The configuration options are as described below:
Region: Select different regions in the region drop-down list to view the bill details by region.
Billing Mode: Select different billing modes in the billing mode drop-down list to view the bill details under pay-asyou-go billing mode.
Transaction Type: Select different transaction types in the transaction type drop-down list to view the bill details
by pay-as-you-go purchase.

Downloading Bill
You can download the target bill in the Bill Download Center. Currently, available bill types include PDF bills (L0), bill
summary (L1), bills by instance (L2), and bill details (L3).

：

Note

For more information on bills and bill fields, see Bill Management and Fields in Bills respectively.
For detailed directions on how to download bills, see Bill Download Center.
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Payment Overdue
：

Last updated 2022-04-28 16:43:43
If your account has overdue payment, a notification will be sent to you. Once receiving it, please go to the Billing
Center in the console and pay the past due charges in time to prevent your business from being affected. This
document will provide detailed information on overdue payment.

Causes
You can learn about why overdue payment happens by browsing FAQs as below:
Why does my account have overdue payment or incur charges even if I am eligible for the free tier?

：

Note

If you have any question, please check Bill Overview in the console. For more information, please see
Viewing Billing Details.
See Billable Items for the description of each billing item and billing rules.
For information on the billing cycle of each billing item, see Billing Cycle.

Service Status in the Case of Overdue Payment
1. COS service is still available within 24 hours after your account has overdue payment, with a service suspension
notification sent to you in the console. In this case, please pay charges so that your account balance is not less than
0 in order to avoid affecting your business.
2. COS service will be automatically suspended after 24 hours with overdue payment. You cannot read or write any
data in COS, while charges will still accrue for the storage usage of your data until it is destroyed. Before the
destruction, COS will retain your data for 120 days considering its potential importance. During this period, all you
can do using the console is pay charges. Ensure that your account balance is not less than 0 so that the service can
be activated again.
3. After 120 days on end with overdue payment, you will be deemed to have waived the COS service. With no
promise to further retain your data, it will be destroyed and cannot be recovered.

How to Avoid or Process Overdue Payment
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1. You can choose to delete COS data which you find useless to avoid any further charges.
2. You can enable Monthly Expense Alert in Console > Billing Center to receive notifications when your available
balance falls below the alert threshold.
3. In case of overdue payment, please pay charges timely so that your account balance is not less than 0.
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FAQs
：

Last updated 2022-12-07 17:42:36

Free Tier
Does COS offer a free tier?
Why is my account overdue or charged even if I am on the free tier?

Billing Mode
How is COS billed?
How is the public network downstream traffic generated and billed in COS?
How is the CDN origin-pull traffic billed in COS?
Will fees be charged for traffic and requests generated by data transfer between COS and CVM?
Will there be traffic fees when I upload a file to a COS bucket?
Will there be traffic fees when I access Tencent Cloud products in the same region?

Bill
How do I view a bill?
How do I download a bill?
What are billing by bucket and cost allocation by tag?
How do I set billing by bucket and cost allocation by tag?
How do I determine whether bills are generated by bucket?
How do I view the billing statistical period?
What are billing by deduction cycle and billing by billing cycle?
What is the relationship between the billing mode and billing statistical period?
Why did the amount of the bill (by deduction cycle) of the first month “increase” after the upgrade from monthly to daily
settlement?

Overdue Payment and Service Suspension
Can I still access and download files in the COS console if my COS service is suspended due to overdue payments?
How can I disable the COS service and stop being charged?
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